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Genuine accessories for the S-Class
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Sublime begins with an S. And in the world of the car, no other
letter of the alphabet conveys such supreme composure and inner
calm.
In fact there’s only one way you can improve on the superior
vision that is the Mercedes-Benz S-Class. By adding a distinctive
personal touch.
Maybe you’ve been smitten by the 18" 5-twin-spoke “Eridanus”
ıncenıo designer wheels, pictured left. Perhaps you find
yourself weighing up the practical benefits of the Mercedes-Benz
roof box.
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The choice is sublime – and it’s all yours.
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Denebola ıncenıo designer wheels [p 6] | 2

Mud flaps [p 9] | 3

Chromed exterior mirror housings [p 7]
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Mercedes-Benz designer wheels
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The Mercedes-Benz S-Class sets the benchmark when it comes to
technology. If you want to add a few design highlights or underline
the car’s dynamism, you’ll find some compelling ideas here.
From exquisitely elegant to distinctly sporty – the range of accessories
is designed to help give your S-Class the individual look you want.
After all, there’s nothing to say that top-class technology can’t look
stunning too.

Hub caps
Protect the hub from dirt.
Available in the following versions:
Sterling silver with chrome star | above left |
Classic Roadster design in blue | above right |
Titanium silver with chrome star | not illustrated |

Eridanus | 5-twin-spoke wheel 1

Denebola | 9-twin-spoke wheel 1

ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver

ıncenıo designer wheel | Finish: sterling silver

1 For 18" light-alloy wheels and above, use wheel bolt
B6 647 0135 and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0145

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 43 | Tyre: 255 /45 R18

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 43 | Tyre: 255 /40 R19

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 18 ET 43 | Tyre: 275 /45 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 19 ET 43 | Tyre: 275 /40 R19

2 For 17" light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt A 211 401 0370
and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0144

Almach | 5-twin-spoke wheel 2

Chromed exterior mirror housings

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver

The high-sheen chromed mirror housings
are a particularly distinctive part of the
chrome finish concept for the S-Class

Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 43
Tyre: 235 /55 R17

base

Mercedes-Benz light-alloy wheels
Standard and optional
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5-spoke wheel 2

9-spoke wheel 1

5-spoke wheel 1

7-spoke wheel 2

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: sterling silver

Finish: polished

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 43
Tyre: 235 /55 R17

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 43
Tyre: 255 /45 R18

Wheel: 8.5 J x 18 ET 43
Tyre: 255 /45 R18

Wheel: 8 J x 17 ET 43
Tyre: 235 /55 R17

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 18 ET 43
Tyre: 275 /45 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 18 ET 43
Tyre: 275 /45 R18

Multi-spoke wheel 1
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 43 | Tyre: 255 /40 R19
Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 19 ET 43 | Tyre: 275 /40 R19

Mud flaps
Protect the underbody and the sides of the car
from loose chippings and dirt. For front and rear
axles. Can be painted in body colour by dealer
| also pictured on page 4 |
Rudmatic-Disc snow chain system

1 For 18" light-alloy wheels and above, use wheel bolt
B6 647 0135 and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0145
2 For 17" light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt A 211 401 0370
and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0144

Rim locks
Wheel bolts
Valve caps

Ensures a secure grip in snowy conditions.
With plastic ring to protect your wheels from
scratches | not illustrated |

base
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Wood/leather steering wheel [p 13] | 2

Mercedes-Benz iPod Interface Kit [p 18]
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Whether you’re the driver or the passenger, the craftsmanship
and practicality behind every detail is designed to ensure
the ultimate in exclusive comfort.
As a driver you’ll appreciate the elegant wood /leather steering
wheel, for example, which perfectly complements the fine wood
trim inside your Mercedes-Benz.
And as a passenger in the S-Class, however young you are,
you’ll appreciate the luxurious seat comfort and that reassuring
feeling of safety.
Welcome home.

Door sill panel, not illuminated, front

Door sill panel, not illuminated, rear

Wood/leather steering wheel

High-quality, two-part door sill panel made from
brushed stainless steel. Inner panel features chromebacked Mercedes-Benz lettering with glass inlay

High-quality, two-part door sill panel made from
brushed stainless steel. Inner panel features chromebacked Mercedes-Benz lettering with glass inlay

Burr walnut: pale matt | Leather: black
The wood / leather steering wheels are
available in various colours to match the
interior. A heated version is also available

inside
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Coat hangers

Cleanbag

Back cushion

Robust coat hangers made from chromed metal and plastic.
Easy to fit to front head restraints. The ideal way to transport
items of clothing without creasing them

The ideal way to keep the interior clean when
you’re on the move: the “Cleanbag” is simply
attached to the net in the front passenger footwell
or at the back of the front seat

Ergonomic, individually adjustable cushion,
designed to support the back on long journeys.
Available in anthracite

Vario bag

Velour mats, rep mats, rubber mats

Plenty of extra stowage space for the really important things
in life. Available in two designs: “Angel & Driver” (not illustrated)
and “Alcantara, java” (pictured above)

Velour and rep floor mats, made from durable hardwearing materials,
feature an elegant, matt metal badge and are available in all interior colours.
Rubber floor mats are available in black and cashmere beige.
All mats can be clip-fastened to the floor of the vehicle to prevent slipping

inside
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New Alustyle basic carrier bars [p 23] | 2

Mercedes-Benz roof box XL [p 22]
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[A]
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[B]
Travelling in the S-Class is one of the
most satisfying ways there is of getting
from A to B.

Mercedes-Benz roof boxes
Elegant, aerodynamic design, made for your Mercedes-Benz.
High-quality, extremely durable material. Available in two
colours: titanium metallic [A] and matt silver [B]

[1]

[2]

But it’s important that your choice of vehicle
doesn’t compromise your choice of activities
when you reach your destination. The
genuine accessories from Mercedes-Benz
shown here allow you to take along all the
things you might need if you decide to
take a break at any point on your journey –
whether it’s to go shopping, skiing or
mountain biking.

[1] Mercedes-Benz roof box XL
| Family box | Capacity: approx. 450 litres. Available with opening on right or left. Optionally available as part of the accessories
range: luggage set and ski rack insert | pictured below |
[2] Mercedes-Benz roof box L
| Sports box | Capacity: approx. 330 litres. Available with opening on right or left. Optionally available as part of the accessories
range: luggage set and ski rack insert | pictured below |

[3]

[3] Mercedes-Benz roof box M
| Weekend box | Capacity: approx. 400 litres. Available with
opening on right or left

Ski rack insert

Luggage set | for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |

Luggage set | for Mercedes-Benz roof box XL |

New Alustyle basic carrier bars

A secure hold for up to five pairs of skis
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box XL, above |
A secure hold for up to three pairs of skis
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box L,
not illustrated |

Four bags made from hardwearing, waterrepellent polyester. Tailored to the dimensions
of the roof box L

Four bags, designed to make perfect use of the space available
in the roof box XL. Made from hardwearing, water-repellent
polyester. Plus two matching ski bags, each designed to hold
max. two pairs of skis

The New Alustyle system opens up a wealth of flexible options when it comes to transporting
sports equipment and luggage. Simply combine the New Alustyle basic carrier bars with a variety
of different roof-mounted carriers. The basic carrier bars are precisely tailored to the body of
your S-Class, ensuring the highest degree of safety and optimum aerodynamics

Transport and stowage bag for New Alustyle
basic carrier bars
Robust bag, made from a high-quality nylon fabric.
Protects the basic carrier bars and makes it easier
to transport them and stow them away

top
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New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
For up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards. Lockable.
Practical pull-out function makes loading and unloading easier
| pictured right |

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”

Ski bag

New Alustyle bicycle rack

For up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards. Lockable

For up to four pairs of skis. With carrying
straps and elasticated straps for attaching
to load-securing rings in the boot

Up to four bicycle racks can be fitted per pair of basic carrier bars. Each bicycle rack can hold one bicycle with a max. frame diameter
of 98 mm (tubular frames) or 110 x 70 mm (oval frames). The support frame folds down when not in use, reducing drag when travelling
without cycles. The cycles can either be attached to the rack once it has been fitted to the roof or before it is fitted | see above right |
Optional coil lock available to secure against theft | not illustrated |

top

Shopping crate
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anthracite | Collapsible

Shallow boot tub

Non-slip mat

Protective dust cover

Simple to clean. Non-slip thanks to Perl-M material.
Suitable for transporting foodstuffs. Fitted

black | Non-slip mat made from oil
and acid-resistant polyester

Protective cover made from synthetic stretch fabric. Designed
to be used in garage or other interior spaces. Keeps the car clean
and protects it from dust and scratches

The range of genuine accessories
features plenty of other useful aids,
including: a tow rod, fire extinguisher
mounting, fluorescent jacket and
jump leads. See your Mercedes-Benz
dealer for details

Luggage net
Net pocket for the floor of the boot.
Prevents small objects from sliding
around during your journey

Charger with
trickle charge function
With its cutting-edge technology,
the Mercedes-Benz charger
ensures the longest possible life
for the battery

Coolbag

Coolbox

black | Capacity: 14 litres.
12 V connection for
the cigarette lighter

blue /white | Robust hard case.
Capacity: 16.5 litres. 12 V connection
for cigarette lighter

top
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AMG side skirts [p 36] | 2

20" AMG 5-spoke wheel, Style III [p 37] | 3

AMG front apron [p 36]
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Further information about
AMG accessories for your
S-Class can be found in the
current AMG accessories
brochure

20" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III

19" AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style VI

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: sterling silver
| also pictured on page 34 |

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: burnished
| also pictured on page 36 |

Wheel: 8.5 J x 20 ET 43 | Tyre: 255 /35 R20

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 43 | Tyre: 255 /40 R19

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 20 ET 43 | Tyre: 275 /35 R20

Option for rear axle:
Wheel: 9.5 J x 19 ET 43 | Tyre: 275 /40 R19

AMG door sill panel, illuminated
Brushed stainless steel | not illustrated |
AMG tailpipe
Chromed tailpipe, oval
| pictured left |

19" AMG 5-spoke wheel, Style VI [p 37]

AMG door sill panel, not illuminated
Brushed stainless steel | not illustrated |

AMG bodystyling

AMG floor mats

AMG bodystyling comprises a front apron with round, chrome-ringed
fog lamps, side skirts and a rear apron | also pictured on pages 34 /35 |

Embroidered with AMG lettering

amg

